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Each question set has its own view where questions and 
answers are defined and maintained. There is an option for 
answers to be directly linked to the products and in 
addition to the previous available product tags. An excel 
upload feature, which can create a guided selling question 
set is also provided.

2.1. Printing Language2. SSC 
Enhancements –
Printing Language
Manufacturing Sales Platform (MSP) 
already supports users to generate 
proposal in selected language. In 
Mind Cloud now further extends it to 
run with SSC configuration engine.

In the new release, MSP will read the 
characteristic value localized text 
from Dynamic Attribute table and 
print based on user-selected 
language. User-selected language 
can differ from session language.

1. Guided Selling Refresh 
In release 1902, In Mind Cloud redesigned one of the most 
popular features to bring about an improvement in 
administration productivity and ease of maintenance.

The former Guided Selling Question Set, Question and 
Answer have been enhanced as a separate entity. With 
1902 release, Question Set becomes the primary entity. 
Question and Answer is a separate dependent entity with a 
user-friendly administration UI.
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2.2. Unit of Measure

In 1902 release, In Mind Cloud further extends this 
feature to SSC configuration engine. MSP now enables 
users to select UoM on a sales item level and pass the 
selected UoM through SSC for pricing calculation. The 
UoM conversion is then handled in the ERP.

The enhancement aims to achieve the same behaviour in 
MSP by:

• Importing sales items with statuses “Pending” and 
“Cancelled” from CFC

• Disallowing changes of line item structure for 
submitted items from C4C

• Updating the quantity of uncanceled line item in 
Pending State to CFC

• Inserting new line item in Pending State back to CFC

3.1. Quote Status Control

- Unit of Measure
Customers often maintain pricing based on different Unit of 
Measure (UoM) for the same product. MSP internal pricing 
engine already supports the pricing calculation based on 
different UoMs if users maintain the product pricing in 
different UoM.

3. CFC Integration - Quote 
Status Control
To further align the quote lifecycle (including the approval 
process) with CFC, a new status, “Pending”, is introduced in 
the 1902 release. The status “Pending”  is added to both 
quote and sales item.

In CFC, a submitted quote can be reopened for editing and 
the quote status then changes to “Pending”. This is unlike 
MSP “Open” status, as CFC imposes restrictions on 
existing line item deletion.
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This extension has seen as a significant enhancement to 
IPE’s customizing possibilities.

In 1902 release, In Mind Cloud introduces an “Internal 
Pricing – Custom Item Calculation” build-in type for 
admin users to upload the Groovy script to customize 
sales item net price/value and quote net price calculation 
based on customers’ requirements.

5.1. Net Price/Value Calculation

4. IPE Enhancements – Groovy 
Script
To support complex and customized pricing calculation, in 
1902 release, In Mind Cloud extends the Groovy script 
coding capability to IPE by introducing a new price item 
type category called “Groovy Script”.

5. IPE Enhancements – Net 
Price/Value Calculation
This is a similar approach as IPE Groovy Script price item 
type category. Sales item net price/value and quote net 
price calculation often vary from customer to customer. i.e.
there are certain price items that need to be excluded from 
the net price calculation or quantity counts that should not 
contribute towards net value calculation.

4.1. Groovy Script
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For example, in Quote object, when an user is making 
certain changes, edit mode will be disabled for other 
users. The lock will be only released upon Quote save, 
cancel or session logout/timeout. Read-only mode will be 
available throughout. 

MSP will display the respective sales text based on sales 
organization/distribution channel of the quote and the 
local language of the logged-in user, in multiple views:

6.2. Product Details View

(only if the product catalogue is launched from within the quote and sales organization/distribution channel are 
maintained for the quote)

(only if the product catalogue is launched from within the quote and sales organization/distribution channel are 
maintained for the quote)

6.1. Product Catalogue View

Line item view:

5. Object Locking
In 1902 release, In Mind Cloud introduces a locking 
mechanism that restricts multiple users from updating the 
same objects (including all the primary objects i.e. account, 
opportunity, quote.) concurrently. This ensures that 
pricings and calculations are based on latest changes made 
by the current user and thus preventing inconsistent data 
points.

6. Sales Text Sync from ERP
In 1902 release, In Mind Cloud now supports 
synchronization and display of sales text, including sales 
area information (i.e. sales organization and distribution 
channel), from ERP.
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7. DA Profile to Hide DA/DA 
Values Re-Design
Since 1811 release, MSP already enables hiding of Dynamic 
Attribute (DA) and its values using DA Profile. In 1902 release, 
In Mind Cloud further brings this concept to a more powerful 
level. Any quote data point can be used as the dimensions to 
trigger the hiding and this can be defined in the look up table.

7.1. Look-Up Table

7.2. Use Fetch Record Type to Define the Data Point Dimensions

7.3. Link DA Name, DA Value and the Defined Table

This supports manufacturers in offering and managing localized products.
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8.1. UI Customization

9. Other Enhancements
and Bug Fixes
Save proposal to quote as an attachment.

Sales process enhancements:
• Support rejection of quote in “Open” status

• On object copy, extending to copy of default folder 
structure

• Groovy script enables the marked proposal to be sent for 
custom programming

• Allow user to select a country’s region and state based on 
the respective country selected

• Use country region in ERP Pricing

Tool support:
• Excel based modelling environment/data entry
 Another sheet was added that allows user to define 

conditional triggers without the need to write 
search expression. User can directly use DA name 
to define the conditions

• Audit Query Service performance change
 The former design of collecting audit data was 

causing performance slowdown and increase in 
usage of database‘s server CPU. To correct this, a 
new design was put in place and tested to eradicate 
the problem

Bug fixes and cleanups
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Below new functions with intuitive admin UI have been 
introduced:

• UI customization with readable UI label for users to 
easily identify the components

• UI Profile tree view

• Re-structuring of the layout to admin UI profile in a 
single place

8. Tool Support – UI 
Customization
To enable administrator to make UI changes without the need 
for in-depth technical knowledge, in 1902 release, In Mind 
Cloud offers a complete tool for UI customization.
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